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EARLY 1800s (UNDISCLOSED): 
Born into the family as one of seven children, young Henry Travis is one of the heirs to 
merchant shipping company Travis Trading. Growing up he finds himself fascinated with the 
idea of exploration and adventure, with a particular interest in Africa and its rich haven of 
diverse flora and fauna. Using his own share of the family fortune, he makes numerous trips to 
the continent, documenting and cataloguing as much as he can, inspired by David Livingstone 
and other such famous explorers of the era. Thanks to his family's vast wealth, he is able to 
research harder and longer than other explorers of the time and in the course of 34 years, 
makes five trips to Africa in all.   
 
"In the 1800s, Henry Travis, the youngest of seven siblings, invested much of his own fortune 
into the exploration of Africa. During this period, the exploits of explorers like David 
Livingstone were creating quite a stir in the newspapers of the days. Henry's expedition was 
inspired by these accounts and his decision was to have a great impact on Travis Trading's 
future. Henry made five expeditions to the African continent in order to explore all of its 
regions. The extensive funds of the Travis family allowed him to continue his research into 
Africa even through times when results were not forthcoming. After his fifth and final 
expedition in Africa, Henry Travis returned to his home a full 34 years after he had first left it."  
- RE5: No.10: Tricell File; Archived 2009 
 
The prestigious Ashford family is founded in England with the birth of first lady and matriarch, 
Veronica. A family tradition is born when the family butler presents Veronica with a golden 
teacup as a commemorative gift.   
 
"As you may know, this tradition first began when a butler  
presented a golden teacup as a commemorative to Veronica. As  
founder of the Ashford Family, her intelligence and beauty are  
legendary."  
- RECVX: Message to New Family Master; Archived 1983. 
 
As time passes, Veronica’s intelligence and beauty become  
legendary and her greatness is honoured by her descendants up  
until the present day. Whist still just a child she develops a list of  
glittering achievements that most people will not achieve in an  
entire lifetime. 
 
FAMILY PROFILE: THE ASHFORD FAMILY 
The House of Ashford was an illustrious family dynasty of European nobles. The members of this prestigious 
lineage contained founders, workers and scientists of the original Umbrella Corporation. The family was 
English in provenance and the name Ashford is believed to be Anglo-Saxon in origin.  
The Ashford’s history and glory dates back to the 19th Century, beginning with the birth of  
an extraordinary woman who quickly became known for her agreeable combination of  
intellect and beauty. Her name was Veronica and at a very young age she demonstrated  
extraordinary aptitude in every academic subject and was especially well-versed in  
mathematics, biology, and linguistics. As she matured she left a strong impression and  
charmed everybody she came into contact with thanks to her beauty and captivating manner of  
speaking. As a result, she naturally won over faithful servants and compatriots. Fondly remembered by her 
descendants, the very image of Veronica in her portrait served as a perfect example to righteousness and virtue, 
unparalleled and portrayed with her elegant beauty, nineteenth-century pink dress, collected red hair, and 
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posture sat front and centre, head turned slightly to the right whilst sipping a cup of tea resting on her lap. 
Veronica represented an almost goddess-like, ethereal figure. Her family successors often wrote in their diaries 
about how much of an inspiration she was to them all, and her legacy is what they all aspired to. 
The symbol of the House of Ashford was a shield, inside which sat the effigy of an eagle with outstretched 
wings, portrayed as a static icon with its head in profile turned to the right, just like Veronica in her portrait, 
who symbolised the emblem. The body of the eagle is a shield, standing in for the teacup which also reproduced 
exactly the posture of matriarch Veronica. Completing the emblem is a golden halberd held between the claws 
of the eagle. The halberd is representative of a solid guard, martial virtues, and also an allegory of family and 
being strong and armed. Here the eagle watched over his family, protecting their future by standing behind the 
defensive power of the shield. The seat of Ashford family head was bestowed only to their direct line from 
generation to generation. When the current head died, the title was passed onto their children or siblings. 
In her later years, Veronica gave birth to a son, Stanley, and the family dynasty was passed onto a new 
generation. Like his mother before him, Stanley was presented with a golden teacup by the family butler as per 
tradition. After pursuing a successful career in science, he went on to become father of twin boys who would 
both inherit the title as family master for short terms. Thomas was the eldest and led the family for an 
unspecified period. Like his father, his symbol was identical to his grandmother, a golden teacup. Upon his 
death, leadership of the household went to his younger twin, Arthur, whose symbol was a dish of Chinese 
porcelain. Arthur was quite a sickly looking fellow and due to having an older brother reign first, his term as 
head didn't last too long because he took over whilst already in middle age. Both Thomas and Arthur retained 
the fiery red hair of their father before them.  
Arthur’s most significant contribution to the family was as father to the famous Edward Ashford; pioneer and 
co-founder of the Umbrella Corporation. Edward was a master scientist and held the most intellectual 
potential of any family member since Veronica herself. He was part of the original research team that travelled 
to Africa in 1966 and discovered the Progenitor Virus. It is speculated that Edward’s intentions were more 
philanthropic than that of his colleagues, yet he still wanted to explore the concept of immortality. Edward was 
also interested in the opportunities the virus offered medicinally, with possibilities that hitherto had never been 
achieved by medicine before, and for this reason he is portrayed in his study holding a sturdy book, later to 
become his memento. Within two years, Edward owned one third of the newly formed Umbrella Corporation; 
a pharmaceutical enterprise that would grow to become the largest in the world. This was the golden period in 
the history of the Ashford family. Their name and legacy was legend and they now presided over a rapidly 
growing global conglomerate. Edward also launched the t-Virus project alongside Oswell Spencer and James 
Marcus; an investigation into creating weaponised variants of the Progenitor Virus and a neutered strain to 
increase adaptability for modern humans so they could benefit and thrive like the elders of Ndipaya legend. But 
it was not long afterwards when tragedy struck. Whilst taking part in a top secret research project with his son, 
Alexander, Edward was accidentally exposed to the Progenitor Virus and died. This marked the beginning of a 
steep decline for the Ashford family and triggered the catalyst for their eventual destruction. The role of family 
master was automatically handed down to Alexander, the sixth head and Edward’s only son a heir. 
Alexander was not as intellectually gifted as his father and he knew it. Under his stewardship, the Ashford’s 
quickly fell behind other in-house competitors in t-Virus research and instead of continuing his work on 
Progenitor, he obsessed over restoring the glory of the Ashford name. He was shut out of Umbrella by Spencer 
and shunned by the other members of the Ashford’s who blamed him for Edward's death and the family’s 
rapidly declining reputation. Knowing he could never achieve greatness himself, he envisaged creating a 
genetic copy of the original family matriarch Veronica, hoping that she could rule and bring greatness to the 
family once more. This project was named Code: Veronica. But whilst busy with this, the Ashford’s became 
more detached from Umbrella, surviving off past reputations and glories rather than present achievements. 
Developed in secret, the Code Veronica project was a success and twins Alfred and Alexia were born. Alfred  
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was nothing more than an unexpected by-product with above-average intelligence, but Alexia was everything  
Alexander could have hoped for, a perfect replication of the great Veronica, different only by the pigmentation 
of her hair. Alexia Ashford turned out to be like Veronica almost identically in an academic sense. She 
graduated from a prestigious university at the age of ten and both twins were extremely gifted. Alexia became 
chief researcher at the South Pole base and created the t-Veronica virus. For a time it seemed certain that 
Alexia’s work would elevate the Ashford family back to the forefront of t-Virus research. However, Alexia was 
profoundly different from Veronica in on key aspect –  
and that was she was born with a heart of pure evil.  
Perhaps it was a result of the genetic experiments that  
gave birth to them, but she and her brother Alfred were  
unusually sadistic and cruel. They even conspired  
together to use their own father as a test subject for one  
of her experiments. The result was a failure and  
Alexander transformed into a hideous creature. The  
twins then faked his death so that Alfred could become  
ruler as the seventh generation family head. Loyal family butler Scott Harman and the other family aides at that 
time had no idea what became of Lord Alexander. But there was to be another setback when Alexia decided to 
use herself as the next test subject, having learned from the mistakes she made when using her father. She 
believed her body could adapt to t-Veronica so that it wouldn't take over her cells and erode her brain, but the 
only way to do so was to enter a suspended animation for 15 years. This would slow her body down long 
enough for her cells to adapt and learn to co-exist with the virus which would spread around her circulatory 
system at a rapidly reduced rate. Alexia later injected herself and went into stasis in December 1983, the official 
story being that she had died in a laboratory accident. The t-Veronica project was scrapped soon afterwards as 
no one matched Alexia's intellect close enough to proceed with it any further. 
As the years went by, the once proud Ashford family was gradually eroded by the corrupt hands of Umbrella 
and by the time Alfred graduated from university in England in 1993, he was demoted to a mere supervisor and 
sent to command Rockfort Island in the southern seas. It was a testament to how far the family had fallen from 
grace and demonstrated the contempt the higher-ups of the company had for Alfred. 
In December 1998, Alexia was re-awakened and her body had successfully bonded with the t-Veronica virus 
after fifteen years of cold storage. She planned to use her power to create a new world order but her actions 
were stopped by Chris Redfield after he destroyed her with the Linear Launcher; a weapon ironically developed 
by her father to keep the Veronica Virus in check. Alfred was also killed after being mortally wounded by Steve 
Burnside and died in his sister's arms. With no children, the curtain was finally drawn on the tragic tale of the 
once respected and noble Ashford dynasty that was ruined in seven generations. 
 
By the age of ten, Veronica Ashford already has a post-graduate education and is fluent in ten 
languages. In later years she will give birth to a son named Stanley. 
 
1802: 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 8TH 1802 
A painting is completed of a house built in the swamplands of rural North America. In later 
years this place will eventually form part of the Baker family farm in Louisiana and become 
known as the ‘Old House.’ 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: THE BAKER FARM 
The Baker family estate is located in the Southern U.S. state of Louisiana, settled on the outskirts of the local town of 
Dulvey and its parish subdivision. The entire estate is ensconced around a large bayou with many areas of marsh and 
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swamplands thanks to sediment washed down from the Mississippi River. Its origins date back all the way to the 
beginning of the 19th century when the old house was constructed and painted in 1802. The site is also located adjacent to 
what was then known as the Patterson Mine which in later years was taken over and renamed the Abercrombie Salt Mine. 
It is unknown how long the estate has been in ownership of the Bakers but it is believed to date back across multiple 
generations. Over time the estate expanded exponentially with the main house taking pride of place and also construction 
of a guest house for staying visitors. The Bakers farmed livestock and later built a large barn with animal pens and 
machinery for slaughtering livestock. In addition there is also a greenhouse and a boathouse connected to the 
surrounding swamps. The farm is a plantation and the Bakers grew their own crops from the surrounding fertile lands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In November 1992, Jack Baker enlisted the services of Trevor and Chamberlain Construction; a specialist firm and 
continuation of George Trevor’s business. This company installed a specialised ‘shadow-activated doorway’ in the 
hallway of the main house over a period of three weeks. This was a hidden door built into a wall and the trick to activate 
the hidden mechanism involved using a projector and a wooden statuette to project a shadow onto a painting made of 
specialised paper. In this case the painting was ‘Sky Hunter’ and depicted a hawk chasing down a wolf. The wooden 
statuette needed to be manipulated in such a way that the light would burn its image onto the paper and trigger the door. 
This puzzle was easily relatable to the repertoire of George Trevor, the man who designed the infamous Arklay Mansion 
in Raccoon Forest. Several puzzles of similar design were scattered around other parts of the estate, including the 
‘Venomous Predator’ and ‘Judgement’ paintings in the Old House and attic respectively.  
The estate is located only a stones-throw away from Dulvey and Jack was a frequent visitor to local DIY store ‘Niko’s 
Hardware.’ Likewise the Bakers were all registered at Dulvey Hospital under the care of Dr. Crawford Lang. The Baker 
estate also fell under the jurisdiction of Dulvey State Police whose members included Captain Howell and Sheriff’s 
Deputy David Anderson. The Baker’s had a local reputation for being a quiet and caring family although they were 
dogged by some unsavoury rumours about Lucas.  
The unique geography of the region is very  
susceptible to hurricanes and the many bayous,  
marshes and inlets often result in extensive water 
damage. The area is also prone to frequent  
thunderstorms, especially in the summer. The  
Baker estate has survived at least two hurricanes  
in the past, with the family counting themselves  
lucky after the first, only for extensive damage to  
occur the very next time it rained. A second  
major storm occurred in October 2014 and  
caused significant damage to the Old House and  
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the Boat House. Despite Jack and Lucas working hard to board up and re-secure all the buildings, record-breaking 
rainfall fell in just a number of days causing the swamps to overflow and spill into the grounds. The Boat House in 
particular was badly damaged and left half submerged. In Dulvey and many other surrounding parishes, residents were 
left knee-deep in flood water. This particular storm also washed the wreckage of the LNG Annabelle into the bayou from 
the Gulf after the E-Series bio-weapon ‘Eveline’ got loose and wreaked havoc. The wreck was found by Jack Baker and he 
rescued Eveline and Mia Winters and took them back to the Baker farm. Unfortunately this led to their infection from a 
unique bacterium and rendered them under Eveline’s control. This led to the Bakers going into hiding and retreating 
from society completely. Their personal hygiene suffered and they began capturing local people to add to Eveline’s 
‘family’ and killing or transforming anyone unsuitable into ‘Molded’ creatures. Over 20 people were reported missing in 
the following two years which led to an increased police presence in the area. The sudden absence of the Bakers was put 
down by the local populace as being just four more unfortunate victims of these strange disappearances. The Baker estate 
was thought to be empty and supposedly haunted, which later attracted interest from internet urban explorers and 
paranormal investigators such as ‘Sewer Gators’. In 2017, Ethan Winters was led to the estate after receiving an e-mail 
from his long-missing wife Mia and he became embroiled in a bioweapons conspiracy involving the recently resurrected 
Umbrella Corporation PMC and The Connections. In the ensuing incident, Jack, Marguerite and Lucas Baker were all 
killed and Zoe Baker was rescued by her uninfected uncle, Joe, and then treated and cured of her infection by Umbrella. 
Much of the Baker farm was left in ruins following the incident and whatever remained was derelict and left to fall foul of 
the growing vegetation and unpredictable swamp lands. 
NOTABLE LOCATIONS: 
MAIN HOUSE: - The main house is constructed over two floors, a small attic space and an extensive basement. It is 
surrounded by thick forest canopy and a wrought-iron fence encircles the perimeter. The intercom system on the main 
gate is broken and the front doors are boarded up and no longer in use. It is traditionally furnished and several doors 
require special keys to access. This was a result of the Bakers tightening up security following their infection at the hands 
of Eveline. These keys included the Snake Key, The Crow Key and The Scorpion Key. 
The entrance to the back door can be opened by using three special dog-head reliefs. Since the Bakers began abducting 
local tourists and vagrants to add to Eveline’s family, these dog heads were hidden to prevent their captives from 
escaping. One was hidden inside the pendulum in the grandfather clock in the lounge, another inside a hollowed-out 
book in the games room, and the third in the dissection room in the basement. The east wing contains a long corridor 
running down to the laundry room. Turning left here leads to stairs going up to the next floor and the door to the main 
garage. On the opposite side are two doors leading to the kitchen and dining room respectively. The dining room is open-
plan to the living room and a pantry is connected to the kitchen. A trapdoor in the pantry leads to a crawlspace beneath 
the house. This crawlspace runs all the way down to an adjacent trapdoor in the laundry room. The west wing contains 
the main drawing room where a number of stuffed animals are on display. There is also a supply room and a monitoring 
room where a bunch of old TV sets are stored. There is also another storeroom next to stairs heading down to the 
basement level. Other features in the main hall include a shadow-activated doorway puzzle allowing a shortcut down to 
the drawing room, and an alcove at the back of the wall containing a bronze bust of a civil war soldier brandishing a 
shotgun. If the shotgun is removed without placing an adequate counterpart in its place, the door to the room will 
automatically lock and trap anyone inside.  
The second floor east wing contains the recreation room  
which houses a pool table, dart board, and a bar and  
relaxation area. The veranda overlooking the rear  
garden can be accessed from here as a well as a door  
leading to grandma’s bedroom where Eveline slept once  
she started to rapidly age. Opposite the rec room is  
Lucas’s old bedroom and in here the third floor attic can  
be accessed. Lucas’ skills with technology resulted in him  
opening the attic via a secret button on a lampshade.  
Further down the passage is the bathroom and the  
corridor ends at the opposite side of the veranda and the stairs leading down to the ground floor near the garage. The 
west wing contains the Baker’s master bedroom and an adjacent storeroom. A hidden trapdoor beneath the bed leads to a 
hidden passage going down into the workshop area of the basement. The basement or processing area contains the 
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incinerator room where bodies were left in state on slabs to be transformed into Molded. Any unsuccessful subjects were 
destroyed. Other areas included the workshop, the main boiler room, the dissection room and the morgue.  
CARAVAN: - The caravan/trailer is located in the garden at the rear of the main house. It was used as a small retreat by 
the Bakers and contained a bed, a small bathroom and cooking facilities. It also had a TV, air conditioning and also some 
fairy lights to give the interior some added glow. Mia Winters opted to stay in the caravan when she was first rescued by 
the Bakers in 2014, though when her behaviour became increasingly erratic she was eventually confined to the cell in the 
basement of the guest house by Lucas. Family outcast Zoe moved into the caravan, choosing to stay there and keep away 
from Eveline and the rest of her insane family whilst planning her own escape. 
OLD HOUSE: - The old house was constructed on wooden stilts directly above the swamp and is the oldest part of the 
Baker estate. It can be accessed via the courtyard through the gate to the right of the caravan. A rickety old bridge crosses 
over the swamp and the house is constructed over two floors. The ground floor contains a living room, dining room, 
guest room and a gallery. Most of these rooms are used for storage and contain discarded furniture and old boxes of junk. 
The wallpaper is torn and faded and plaster has come away from the walls to expose the wooden foundations underneath. 
Likewise sections of the ceiling have caved in and collapsed. The lounge has a hidden tunnel behind the fireplace that 
leads down to a small workshop. There is a back door in the dining room leading outside onto a jetty where bridges cross 
over the swamp to a water station on the right and a storage shed directly ahead. The Gallery contains another shadow-
activated doorway puzzle leading to a passage in the rafters to get to the other side of the building. There is also a rear 
door with a jetty. The entrance hall of the old house suffered significant damage and most of the wooden floorboards 
have rotted and collapsed, revealing murky swamp waters just a few metres below. This damage essentially cut off the 
western side of the house and Jack Baker had to install a crude bridge across the gap that can be activated via a crank and 
pulley system. A door up here requires the crow key and leads up to the second floor. This area contains Marguerite’s 
‘altar’ and a room full of fine antiques and a grand piano. Further on is the kid’s bedroom and a ‘contaminated room’ 
that is covered floor to ceiling in Mutamycete. Finally at the very back and down a small corridor is the detention room. 
A secret passage behind the wall here is where the D-Series corpse is kept. The old house doesn’t have much in the way of 
power and is lit largely by candlelight. By 2017 it was all but abandoned. Because it is situated over a swamp there is no 
basement level, although there is a small crawlspace leading underneath the altar. Additionally there is a tunnel under the 
house that leads beneath the swamp and up an old well into another part of the garden near the greenhouse. 
GREENHOUSE: - This is another large building which is mostly disused and full of dust. Many of the rooms are empty 
with only damaged remnants of furniture left behind, a majority of which are covered in vines and plant roots. It is 
largely used for storing gardening equipment and is hazardous with many rotting floorboards and holes in the ceiling. 
Like the old house, it is situated over two floors and connects to a large greenhouse with a tin-sheet roofing and 
numerous glass panels. It is here that an infected Marguerite cultivated her ‘babies’ by introducing numerous insects to 
the Mold. By 2017 the greenhouse was in a dire state of disrepair and all the windows had been smashed, leaving all the 
plants and herbs exposed to the elements. 
GUEST HOUSE: - The guest house is located to the left of the main house and is accessed by following a mud track 
around the perimeter fence next to the swamp. The house is old and by 2017 it is abandoned and much of the exterior is 
covered in ivy and leaves. The yard is unkempt and overgrown and an old wooden swing is near the porch. Inside the 
main door a corridor runs down to the kitchen on the right and further on is another passage with doors to the lounge 
and a connecting corridor holding the bathroom and the stairs down to the cellar. The lounge contains an old sofa and 
chairs, a grand piano, and the fuse box for the attic stairs. The cellar can also be accessed via a secret door in the lounge 
activated by pulling a hidden switch inside the fireplace. The cellar is mainly used for storage though the Bakers have 
turned one area into a cell to hold prisoners. This is where Lucas locked up Mia after she became too violent. Some of the 
passageways down here are partially flooded. There is also a hidden tunnel that directly connects to the abandoned Salt 
Mine nearby. This was Lucas’ secret short-cut back to the purpose-built laboratory run by The Connections. 
The main staircase on the ground floor leads upstairs to a largely empty storage area full of mannequins and an old desk. 
A switch here brings down stairs on a pulley providing access to the attic. Up here are several more rooms largely used for 
storage. The guest house is full of dusty old furniture and other relics. It is in a bad state of disrepair with crumbling 
walls, peeling wallpaper and holes in the ceiling. Cobwebs are everywhere and a majority of the windows have been 
boarded up and reinforced. In 2017 it was the subject of a proposed paranormal investigation by online documentary 
show Sewer Gators. 
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BARN (TESTING AREA): - The testing area was the domain of Lucas Baker who converted an entire building for his 
sadistic need to torment his victims. The barn is located to the left of the caravan in the garden and requires two card 
keys to get inside. Some stairs lead up to the second floor entrance and Lucas has wrapped the entire room in tarp and 
installed ultra-violet lighting. This room is bare save for a TV and a chair used by Lucas to welcome his victims. A hidden 
door at the back opens up to more corridors, all painted white and covered in tarp, and then through several supply 
rooms before heading downstairs to the ground floor. Down here is the locked entrance to the party room where Lucas 
watched Clancy Jarvis get burned alive. A side door here leads down to the connecting barn where the Bakers kept their 
cattle and slaughterhouse. This place is full of animal pens and hay bales and straw covers the floor. Beyond the party 
room is Lucas’ hidden observation room where he watches and records his victims. A back entrance here leads to a series 
of bridges crossing over the swamps to the boathouse. 
BOATHOUSE: ¬- A dilapidated, two-storey building built directly on the marshes. Here the Bakers kept their boat and 
other nautical equipment for whenever they ventured out into the surrounding bayou. The boathouse suffered extensive 
damage following a devastating hurricane in October 2014 and was left half-underwater in the aftermath. 

 
1800’s (FIRST HALF): 
On one of his expeditions, Henry Travis finds himself in the outskirts of Kijuju exploring the 
mountain ranges near the wetlands and meets modern day Ndipaya tribes, now living 
peacefully above ground in villages above the marshlands. He witnesses their extraordinary 
craftsmanship techniques for they are now largely known to the outside world for their active 
role in restoration of destroyed ruins around the world. He also has the rare opportunity to 
witness a special festival performed just once a year by the Ndipaya for the continual peace of 
their ancestors’ spirits. This is a special re-enactment of the Stairway to the Sun ceremony once 
used to choose their new king. Henry documents and learns as much as he can about the 
Ndipaya, their sun worship and the famed flowers that allegedly bestowed magical properties 
from the gods. He speculates where the Ndipaya’s ancient kingdom might be but he will never 
know. The Ndipaya view it as sacred ground  
and will not reveal its existence to anyone 
outside of the tribe. Should this city be found in  
the modern world, the implications would not  
only rewrite Africa, but the entire global history 
of civilisation. To this day, Ndipaya tribesman  
protect this land by creating a custom of  
dispatching 13 to 25 year old males as soldiers  
to guard the royal city for two years. 
 
“What is known is that this once flourishing  
kingdom fell into decline and was eventually  
abandoned by the Ndipaya people. It is not  
known what made the Ndipaya abandon their  
city for the wetlands. Any information regarding  
these matters comes from oral traditions and  
hearsay, which obviously calls to question the  
validity of the information. What is known  
though, is that after leaving the city, the Ndipaya  
viewed it as sacred ground, and vowed to keep  
its existence hidden from outsiders. All  
Ndipaya males between the ages of thirteen and twenty-five are required to spend two years in 
the city to guard and protect it. It is through their continued vigilance that this great city's 
existence has been kept undiscovered by the outside world.” 
-RE5: No.7 Ndipaya File; Archived 2009 
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Upon his planned return home, Henry wants to present all of his findings into a collection of 
encyclopaedias he is confident will shake the global scientific community to its very core. 
 
1840’s (CIRCA): 
By now, Henry has been exploring Africa for thirty four years since first setting foot upon its 
soil. Upon returning home, he immediately begins putting together his vast archive of 
notebooks, journals and drawings. He is not seen for almost a year as he locks himself away in 
his study, piecing everything together so he can share his amazing findings with the world.  
 
He ends up with 72 different volumes making up a complete and extensive encyclopaedia of 
Africa, covering everything from topography, cartography and history, to ethnology, culture and 
folklore. He names this huge encyclopaedia The Natural History Conspectus and the 
manuscripts are sent to the printing presses, ready to be launched at the finest book stores 
across the world. 
 
However, Henry’s older brother and current head of Travis Trading at this time, wants to 
exploit the information within the text exclusively for the benefit of his company. Volumes 17 
to 24 in particular contain geological elements of particular interest and could lead to the 
discovery and exploitation of rare minerals and resources. To ward off prospective 
competition, Henry’s brother purposefully spreads a malicious rumour that the Natural 
History Conspectus is nothing more than a compilation of elaborate fiction. 
 
This resulting negative publicity makes prospective publishers nervous and they reject the 
books at the last minute. Many copies are pulped and the master copies destroyed. When it is 
eventually published in its entirely, society treated it as Henry’s fictional creation because the 
content was too elaborate, with his meticulous details viewed as products of creative license and 
overzealous imagination. The conspectus is ultimately rejected by the scientific community. 
What few copies that sell are considered to be a novelty item, the kind of rare books only 
dilettantes and connoisseurs enjoyed reading. 
 
This outcome sends poor Henry into a deep depression and he begins to believe the last thirty 
years of his life have been wasted. He put his heart, soul and all of his fortune into the 
exploration of Africa and all he has gained is professional ridicule. Henry never recovers from 
this depression and dies just two years later. What he will never know is that Travis Trading 
would continue to reap the benefits from his work well into the next century and these 
endeavours will eventually lead to the formation of Tricell Inc. in the 1960's.  
  
"Henry compiled the records of his expeditions into an impressive 72-volume set entitled 
'Survey of Natural History.' These books covered everything from animals, plants, insects, 
minerals, and topography to the native inhabitants and their cultures, histories and traditions. 
These books also contained extensive records detailing the folklore of various peoples 
throughout the continent. These tomes were a veritable encyclopaedia of the African continent. 
Henry's survey was published in its entirety, but his meticulous details were viewed as products 
of creative license and an overzealous imagination. The books were ultimately discredited by 
the scientific community. Considered to be a novelty item, only a few copies of the entire series 
were ever published. The shock of being shunned by the scientific community sent Henry into 
a deep state of depression. He passed away only two years after his return from Africa. It is 
now believed that the head of Travis Trading at that time {Henry's eldest brother} purposely 
spread the rumour that Henry's books were nothing more than fiction. The thought being that 
he did this because he wanted Travis Trading to be the only company that could exploit the 
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information contained within those books. Of particular interest was the topographical 
information contained in volumes 17 through 24."  
- RE5: No.10: Tricell File; Archived 2009. 
 
1850s: 
In the middle of the 19th Century, Travis Trading begin exploiting the natural resources of 
Africa, using the discoveries recorded in the Natural History Conspectus by the late Henry 
Travis. Using his documented records, they mine rare minerals, and uncover oil and natural 
gas deposits in various places throughout the continent. This industry becomes the basis for the 
foundation of the company’s Natural Resource Development Division. 
 
1860s ONWARDS: 
Another clan of Western nobility, the Spencer family, gain notoriety in Europe and set up 
home in a grand villa in an undisclosed region of Europe. The house is situated in the shadow 
of a large cliff overlooking a huge lake surrounded by forest. The first butler of a servant family 
line begin to work for Oswell E. Spencer’s great grandfather, marking the beginning of a 
tradition that would bind the two families together until the demise of the Spencer dynasty in 
the early 21st century.  
 
LOCATION PROFILE: THE SPENCER ESTATE 
The Spencer Estate is a grand, old country retreat  
located somewhere in an undisclosed part of  
Western Europe. This expansive villa has been in  
the family for generations, dating back to the  
time of Oswell’s great-grandfather in the 19th  
Century. It was in a rural location, surrounded  
by dense forest and situated on the edge of a cliff  
overlooking a picturesque lake. From the rear it  
gives the impression of an almost gothic-looking  
castle, but this look is deceptive as from the front  
it looks like a regular mansion house and not too  
dissimilar to the one later constructed by George  
Trevor in Raccoon Forest. If one wanders the halls of the estate, it is easy to see that Spencer obviously wanted 
the Arklay mansion to retain the distinct look of his European retreat. The main hall is almost an exact copy 
with a huge grand staircase dominating the middle of the room and the flooring is marble tiled with exquisitely 
etched medieval designs. A single door leads to the east wing and is locked by means of an emblem bearing a 
Centaur. For added security, whenever this section of the house needed locking up, the emblem is kept in a 
hidden compartment in the piano room, located upstairs above the dining room in the west wing. The main 
hall is sparsely decorated, with only a few tables and chairs in the corners. The walls are dull, pale grey and the 
sections behind the staircase bare concrete. A single portrait hangs on the wall, with an exact copy on the 
opposite side depicting an unknown female whose face is mysteriously defiled. The room is predominantly lit 
by candlelight and a large chandelier hangs from the ceiling. Above the front door three huge vertical windows 
cast light into the room from outside and around the back of the staircase is a small alcove with a door leading 
to the cellar and underground chambers. This door is protected by a portcullis which can only be raised by use 
of a special crank. As some unsavoury goings on occur down here, this area is generally off limits to Patrick and 
Spencer's other aides. The crank is kept in a safe in a hidden room just off the Study. Opposite this door on the 
back wall is a switch that unlocks the security gates on the second floor balustrade. 
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The west wing of the estate contains the dining room which houses a magnificent oak table and an impressive 
marble fireplace. An antique grandfather clock ticks softly and on the opposite side is an alcove up some steps 
behind a looming portrait of Spencer himself. Numerous antique cabinets are present and a beautiful painting 
of the exterior of the estate dominates the main wall, looking upwards from the cliff base. An upper balcony 
encircles the entire room and the windows afford a surrounding view of the area but have all been barred for 
security reasons. Upstairs from the dining room is the music room with a large grand piano. This space 
contains a hidden chamber concealing the Centaur emblem needed to unlock the Eastern Wing of the house. 
The chamber can only be revealed if Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata was played on the piano, a personal 
favourite of Spencer’s. He would have this puzzle replicated in his mansion at Arklay Labs in later years. 
The door to the east wing contains a corridor running down to Spencer’s main study area. This room is filled 
with crammed bookshelves and features an antique writing desk. In later years this place kept his computer and 
all his archived files. A hidden room behind a false wall contains a security room protected with a spiked ceiling 
trap. In here is a safe containing the crank needed to raise the portcullis and permit access to the cellar and 
prison area. Also in the east wing is a large storage area and this room is full of old boxes and crates, as well as 
bird cages, gardening implements and bags of compost. The adjacent ceiling trap puzzle can also be deactivated 
from here. 
Upstairs on the east wing is the master bedroom, outfitted with traditional four-poster bed and finely crafted 
antique furniture. From the second level balcony in the main hall, a set of double doors with an electronic lock 
leads to one of the towers at the back end of the estate containing the main library. This was a grand room 
spanning two floors with its entire diameter covered with glass-cased wooden bookshelves protecting 
thousands of rare old tomes. In here the books are preserved and can be accessed via a ladder attached to rails 
on the wall. A large table stretches out across the centre of the room next to a reading stand and stained glass 
windows look out onto the lake below.  
Beneath the estate is a network of prison cells  
spanning two floors. It is very inhospitable- 
looking and its origins are unknown and likely  
related to ancient mining tunnels. The estate is  
also littered with many outside courtyard areas  
and a number of rivers and streams run  
through the grounds thanks to a waterfall  
cascading down from the cliff tops. But all these  
areas only account for one small portion of the  
whole estate, for there are many more. A state  
of the art lab facility is also present and was the  
site of an early Progenitor Virus breakthrough by James Marcus. The grounds are located near to a harbour 
and this port contains many warehouses and is rumoured to be connected to the Spencer Estate via a series of 
underground tunnels. 
Originally, the manor operated as a villa for the most prestigious amongst Western nobility. Although Spencer 
had many different residences across the globe, this was the place where he spent his most formative years. 
James Marcus would also come to call this place home for a brief time when he moved in sometime in the 
1960s. The lab equipment was top of the range for the time and was the main reason Marcus took permanent 
residency here following his academic problems in Switzerland. Edward Ashford was also a frequent visitor, 
and their every need was tended to by a loyal line of butlers and servants. 
Although Spencer eventually moved on to pastures new, the estate remained and was tended to by the now 
adult Patrick and his loyal staff, keeping everything in order until the eventual return of their master. Spencer 
returned in 2003 and remained in hiding for three years following the collapse of Umbrella. 
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Following Spencer’s death in 2006, the B.S.A.A. remained on site for three months whilst searching for the 
bodies of Jill Valentine and Albert Wesker after an arrest operation for Spencer ended badly. The fate of the 
Estate today is unknown, though it was likely either sold off or remains unoccupied. 
 
Lady Veronica Ashford dies. Her body is mummified and kept in the  
European home of the Ashford family in England. Preserved genetic  
material from Veronica’s corpse will later be extracted by Alexander  
Ashford, the sixth generation head, to form the basis of the Code:  
Veronica project in the 1970s.   
 
Stanley Ashford becomes the second generation head of the Ashford  
family following Veronica’s death. Like his mother before him, he is  
presented with a golden teacup from the family butler. He will go on  
to father two twins, Thomas and Arthur, both of whom will have turns  
as head of the family.  
 
1870:   
John and Joy Smith are born. They will later live in Raccoon City. 
 
1880: 
Wayne Comfort Shoemakers is founded. They will eventually have outlets in Tall Oaks in the 
United States. 
 
1881:  
Raccoon City is founded in the Mid-Western United States of America. Its name is said to 
come from the plentiful amount of wild raccoons inhabiting the surrounding areas. At the 
moment the town is nothing more than a small farming hamlet, but that will change 
dramatically over the next century, going on to become the birthplace of the Umbrella 
Corporation. 
 
LOCATION PROFILE: RACCOON CITY 
Raccoon City is an industrialised urban area  
located in the Midwestern United States of  
America. To the north, beyond the vast Raccoon  
Forest, is the Arklay Mountains, a rich habitat  
of fertile forest and hills, home to a multitude  
of woodland creatures and very popular with  
tourists. The city dam is also located here as the  
source of the town’s water supply. As of 1998, the city boasted a population of over 100,000 residents, 
classifying it as a mid-sized metropolis. Once nothing more than a tiny little town, the large-scale international 
Umbrella Corporation made the city’s growth possible and the fact that Raccoon City was the birthplace of 
Umbrella back in 1968 was a big draw for the tourists. Umbrella began to create factory after factory and this 
brought about the rapid growth of the city. Roughly 3 out of every 10 citizens are employed by Umbrella or at 
least have associations with them, although many are unaware of the company’s more clandestine practices. 
The history of the town dates back to the late 19th century when it was first founded in 1881. Anyone who visits 
City Hall would be reminded of this fact thanks to the many golden plaques situated around the building 
referencing the date signifying the birth of the town. It is also said to be named after the plentiful amount of 
Raccoons inhabiting the area. At that time it was nothing more than a small farming hamlet and it wasn’t until 
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the 20th Century that progress was made to expand its borders. In 1913, a large cemetery was built near the 
northern part of the city and not long after that, plans were afoot to construct a small university. During the 
1930’s, renowned Japanese architect K. Ozawa submitted designs for the university building that would soon 
make this dream into a reality. The town also gained its first General Health Inspector with the appointment of 
Davido Ureski in 1933. In the 1940’s, construction of the university was finished following completion of its 
clock tower during the Second World War. Many of Raccoon’s citizens fought in World War II, including Don 
E. Joe who served in the Royal Navy and was later given a memorial plaque in Raccoon Park. 
Nothing but a small town for many generations, Raccoon’s significant history begins in the early 1960s when 
engineer Michael Warren visited the city to help work on expanding and relaying the city’s electrification grids. 
In 1968 Warren played a large part in installing a state of the art tram system throughout the city. This was a 
major coup for the town as these cable cars had been constructed in Europe at great expense before being 
imported across to America. This same year also saw Gerard M. Topenhat named as town mayor and the 
formation of Umbrella Pharmaceuticals by Oswell E. Spencer, Edward Ashford and Dr. James Marcus which 
promised an influx of industry and new jobs for citizens to boost the city’s economy. Just a year after that, Oral 
and Werner of the Kite Brothers constructed the town’s first railway line, beginning with just one mile of track 
and only three stops. However, thanks to the economic rejuvenation provided by Umbrella, the railway would 
continue to expand over the next 20 years and by 1989 would have over 8 miles of track and 8 fully working 
stations. An underground subway was also constructed which was a rarity for such a town of modest size. 
Michael Warren developed a keen interest in administration and politics and was praised for his distinguished 
service. Thanks to his recognised achievements, he was elected mayor of Raccoon City in 1987. Warren and 
Umbrella began to form a very close relationship and the city received significant financial support from the 
corporation. Welfare, public service, construction of medical facilities, public orders of maintenance…the 
public invested in everything and it all made the town grow and prosper into an economically sound 
environment. The corporation began to gain even more influence in the city’s politics, and Raccoon City 
thrived under it. Umbrella even built a secret research facility underneath the centre of the city unknown to the 
public from 1991-1993 and continued its top secret viral research undetected. 1992 saw the General Hospital 
built as a replacement for the old hospital located in Raccoon Forest and Michael Warren was awarded with a 
bronze statue erected outside of City Hall which was also extensively refurbished and rebuilt. Alongside several 
other private companies, Umbrella was the main sponsor of the tremendous city project and Mayor Warren’s 
‘The Bright Raccoon 21st Plan’, which was intended to fight crime and protect the environment. This helped 
establish Umbrella’s positive corporate image in the city.  
Although the city continued to prosper, Warren and the council’s increasing reliance on Umbrella for funding 
meant they were easily influenced by the company and speculation festered that the mayor was in Umbrella’s 
pocket, with many of his decisions being not just good for the town, but also beneficial for the company. By the 
mid-1990’s, the town was effectively under Umbrella’s grip and they took full control over the central sewer 
system and had several clandestine facilities up and running throughout the city. 
Because of Warren’s campaign, the town gradually transformed from rural community to an industrialised 
city. However, Raccoon’s rapid expansion and modernisation was accompanied by rising crime rates and even 
terrorist activities. In response, and as part of the Bright Raccoon 21st Plan, the Special Tactics and Rescue 
Service {S.T.A.R.S.} team was created in 1996, as a countermeasure to this wave of crime. This further linked 
Umbrella to the city as they had provided 50% of the funds for the project, granting them significant influence 
when it came to recruiting its members. The Raccoon Police Department itself is located on Ennerdale Street in 
the heart of the city. They took residence here in the late 1980’s following the closure of a major art museum. 
By 1998, Warren was in his 11th year as mayor. He was held in such high esteem it seemed inevitable he would 
go on to serve another term in office until the infamous biohazard incident of September 1998 put paid to all 
that. 
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The precise location of the city has never been determined other than it classified as being in the American 
mid-west. It is surrounded by largely flat desert but has direct access routes to the neighbouring towns of 
Stoneville, Kant City, Opossum City and Arklay City. There are plenty of landmarks and key locations and the 
city is divided into Uptown and Downtown districts with a majority of stores and communal services located 
within. One main river flows through the centre of town which is the Circular River. Other rivers such as the 
Aimes and Marble Rivers branched off into Raccoon Forest. The north eastern portion of town is known as the  
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Cedar District and there are numerous industrial zones on the outskirts. The downtown district of the city 
contains many points of interest such as the St. Michael Clock Tower, the city college, City Hall, Raccoon Zoo 
and the General Hospital. This is also the main residential zone of the town. The uptown district contains 
Raccoon East Elementary School, Bar Black Jack, and numerous other commercial and entertainment hotspots 
and eateries. There is also a shopping district and a mall located just off the bridge over Main St. 
Transport links to the town consist of several main roads leading into the uptown district. The three main 
roads into the city are Darios Street, Fox Street, and Ema St. There are also several minor roads leading out of 
the city through the forest. Griffin Road is located in the Cedar District and runs out through the north-eastern 
Raccoon Forest near to Victory Lake. For north-western routes, Spear St branches out into three small roads 
leading out of town. The citywide tram system also runs to the neighbouring town of Stoneville to the east via 
the Raccoon-Stoneville line and to Arklay City in the west via the Raccoon-Arklay line. The heart of the tram 
system runs from Central Station on Raccoon Street and was first opened in 1968. There is also a citywide bus 
service known as ‘Raccoon City Link’. As well as police and medical facilities, the Raccoon City Fire 
Department is also based in town. They had a special unit known as Task Force Squad 9. 
Raccoon City was known as the Home of Umbrella and this was a major tourist pull, as is the beautiful forest 
and Arklay Mountains landscape. The residents also celebrate the patron Saint Michael in a Christian 
appreciation of the harvest season by having the ‘Michael Festival’ on September 29th every year. 
Raccoon City is also home to the Raccoon Sharks American Football team and the Raccoon City All-Stars 
baseball team. There are two main radio stations. 77.7 RC Radio and Radio Raccoon 112.5FM. The breakfast 
show is popular and hosted by Casper Devere. Over the years Raccoon City received significant investment 
from Japanese firm Hiroki Ohnishi Corporation, the Lonsdale Corporation, and hotel/restaurant conglomerate 
Big West Corporation. 
NOTABLE LOCATIONS: 
BAR BLACK JACK: A small bar popular with students. It is an ideal place to start a night out before moving up 
into town. More often than not local bands such as BIG E were booked to play there. Inside there is a small 
dance floor and a couple of retro pinball machines. The bar does food and also sells postcards showcasing local 
landmarks such as the St. Michael Clock Tower. Staff from Raccoon Hospital also frequent this bar. 
KENDO GUN SHOP: Located on Flower St, this is a local firepower suppliers run by Robert Kendo; a good 
friend of S.T.A.R.S. member Barry Burton. Kendo had a contract to supply custom guns and parts for the 
S.T.A.R.S. team. The shop was co-owned with his brother Joe; an ex-SWAT team member and gunsmith in San 
Francisco. They established the business together in 1984. Robert Kendo also runs the Raccoon Shooting Club. 
RACCOON POLICE DEPARTMENT: Situated at 8176 Ennerdale St, the police house was formally an art 
museum until it closed in the late 1980s and was purchased cheaply for use as a station by the R.P.D. due to its 
centralised location and ample parking facilities. The S.T.A.R.S. teams were also based here. The R.P.D. was the 
only police station in Raccoon City and located practically in the centre of town just in front of City Hall. The 
main hall of the station retains the atmosphere of the art museum it was converted from and the statue of the 
water goddess in the centre is a sort of symbol. Though the building itself is quite old, a state-of-the-art climate 
control system keeps the air clean. In the autopsy room in the basement, rookie cops often claim to hear some 
of the bodies stored there screaming. 
CAFE 13: A small café situated next to the movie theatre. Contains access to a small waste filtering basement 
that can be flooded. The café sells tourist pamphlets entitled City Guide with endorsements from Michael 
Warren. It is also set back against the central shopping district. 
MOVIE THEATRE: Playing Biohazard 4 throughout September 1998; a ground-breaking entry to the franchise 
that won an entire new audience. But fans of the original films criticised it for the poor story and lack of ties to 
the originals. This cinema is quite run down, featuring a malfunctioning neon sign made up of lots of 
individual electric lights. 
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RACCOON PRESS: A small newspaper office located near city hall. Situated over three floors, the first floor 
has a reception desk and vending machine. An electronic fire shutter can be opened to give access to the second 
floor which contains offices. The third floor has more offices and the back window looks down on a small back 
alleyway filled with garbage bags. The Raccoon Weekly and Raccoon Times have offices here. 
CITY HALL: Located near to Central Station, City Hall was built practically in the heart of Raccoon City. The 
nearest main road is Warren St, named after the mayor and the municipal building garden had a bronze statue 
of the mayor to honour all his achievements in the city. In 1992 money was invested to rebuild and refurbish 
City Hall. The interior is fashioned from marble and contains over four floors of offices, administration areas 
and conference rooms. There is also a central courtyard with trees growing alongside statues of former mayors 
such as Ogee O’Gravy and Gerard M. Topenhat. There is also an archives and records room where many plans 
for the town are stored and a stage and greeting hall for receptions and theatrical performances. 
ST. MICHAEL CLOCK TOWER: One of the main tourist hotspots for Raccoon City. A huge tower that offers a 
view of the whole town. It is located just off Raccoon St and Mission St and is directly in front of the General 
Hospital and Raccoon Park. It is named after the patron saint Michael and a festival is held in his honour every 
year on September 29th. The interior of the building is lavishly furnished with golden and emerald themes with 
several statues all worshipping the goddess of time. There was also a small chapel, library, a decorative 
bedroom and a dining hall with swords, ornamental weapons and armour on the walls. 
RACCOON GENERAL HOSPITAL: Built in 1992 through funding provided by Umbrella as a replacement for 
the small hospital located in Raccoon Forest which closed down a year later in 1993. The new, modern hospital 
was installed with state of the art medical facilities spared no expense. The building consists of four floors with 
a helipad on the roof and three basement levels. The lowest level connects to the sewer network where a boat is 
kept for easy travel to William Birkin’s underground laboratory. The hospital is known for being a big strain 
on the city’s power grid because of the amount of electricity it used. On clear days, patients could hear 
children’s’ laughs of joy from the nearby park. The hospital’s mascot is ‘Doc Rock.’ 
RACCOON PARK: Recreational park located on Woodbine St set behind the St. Michael Clock Tower and the 
General Hospital. It includes many water features and has streams and ponds running throughout. It also 
contains the city cemetery and led to the Dead Factory on the outskirts of town as well as Raccoon Forest and 
the Arklay Mountains. The Circular River also flows through here. The park also contains the main town 
cemetery which was constructed back in 1913 before the First World War. 
J’S BAR: Popular drinking hole with many locals, including S.T.A.R.S. member Barry Burton and Officer 
Kevin Ryman. However, the bar’s owner, Jack, was secretly into money laundering. J’s Bar is known for its 
great food, thanks to Chef Will and his book of secret recipes. It is also famous for its lavish selection of fine 
wines and Cindy Lennox worked here as a waitress. The bar is located on a terraced street next to an old, run-
down apartment block. The kids living there often used to climb along the ledge to get onto the roof of the bar, 
much to the annoyance of the staff. Jack was into jazz music and burgundy was his favourite drink. He was 
believed to have over 100 different brands in his beloved wine cellar. A bright neon sign for J’s Bar is on the 
roof, looking down on the street below. 
THE APPLE INN: A hotel built over three floors around a central courtyard. Dario Rosso stayed here, as did 
Ben Bertolucci as he began his investigation into the strange goings on in the city. It was also used as a meeting 
point for Ada Wong and her contact from the rival company. The hotel recently changed hands and the new 
owner installed a strange electronic map as a decoration in one of the guest rooms. This proved to annoy many 
of the guests as its constant flickering kept them awake at nights. The hotel boiler is also old, neglected and 
needed replacing. It is a comparatively cheap hotel, popular with students and tourists and designed in such a 
way that the guest rooms surround a central garden known as Apple Inn Square. A hotel map is etched into a 
concrete block in the centre of the garden. The Apple Inn charges $25 a night to stay in a single room. Across 
the road from the Inn is a popular restaurant.  
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RACCOON UNIVERSITY: University built over three floors with a basement. Umbrella had dealings here 
having invested heavily in 1994 and transferred many of its people across into teaching and research positions, 
including Greg Muller. It was here that Greg created the Thanatos Tyrant, as well as the Daylight reagent 
vaccine for the t-Virus. MA-124 Gamma Hunters were also cultivated here as the lower levels of the university 
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were under control of Umbrella. Yoko Suzuki was a student here and one of the university staff members, Peter 
Jenkins, was friends with George Hamilton. The university features designs from a famous Japanese architect 
and had four Presidents in all, each of whom had a statue or bust within the grounds. The current president 
maintains a museum of quality art he collected himself including antique chess boards and a gift from the 
building designer. A portrait of the first school president William A. Fitzgerald hangs on the wall in the vast 
entrance hall and most of the fixtures inside the building are antiques. The university is located near to 
Circular River and a small port and jetty allows canoes and boats to go out onto the water. 
RACCOON ZOO: Very popular with tourists. Back in the 1970’s the zoo held elephant parades where they 
would fit the elephants with Christmas lights. There was also a recent accident where several animals escaped 
their enclosures, resulting in severe reprimands from local Raccoon citizens. This resulted in zoo officials 
having to install a special new lock at the front gate where blue and red lion emblems are needed to unlock it. A 
recent new addition to the zoo is the Terrarium Dome which houses over 750 species of rare plant life. There is 
also a huge elephant stage modelled after a Roman Coliseum that can seat over 600 patrons and a public animal 
display stage for tourists and children. The zoo’s star attractions include an elephant named ‘Oscar’, and a male 
adult lion called ‘Max’. There has been recent controversy surrounding the zoo when a member of the Board of 
Directors was implicated in the illegal trading of rare orchid specimens. It is believed that the monies being 
generated from these sales were used to pay for the recent new extensions and exhibits unveiled at the zoo. 
RACCOON UNDERGROUND: The underground rail system was run by the Kite Brothers who first came to 
the city in 1969. The subway runs to many destinations throughout the city including Warren Stadium, Old 
Court, New Lock Square and Rhodes Hill to name but a few. The main entrance to the central subway is on 
Water St and Jim Chapman was an employee here along with his colleague, Ricky. As well as the subway, there 
are numerous underground tunnels, some of which connected to the university via some disused tracks no 
longer in service. Some of the ticket gates have been closed down to reflect a current economic slump and there 
is a large ventilation tunnel and emissions tower allowing the passage of fresh air into the subway. There were 
several such structures throughout Raccoon City. 
DOUGLAS PRISON: A large prison presumably located on the outskirts of town. A poor infrastructure and 
outdated security led to many escape attempts from those incarcerated. There were four attempts in 1996 alone, 
with Derek Azula and Kyle Brendan making a failed attempt on August 30th. 
WARREN STADIUM: A stadium used for American Football and named after Michael Warren. It is home to 
the Raccoon Sharks. 
RACCOON EAST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: The main school of Raccoon City. The dog handler for the 
R.P.D., Fred, used to take the K-9 Unit’s two prized Dobermans, Rocket and Jo Jo, on trips to see the kids on a 
regular basis. Sherry Birkin was a student here and was in school shortly after the biological outbreak occurred 
in the city in September 1998. 
LONSDALE TRAIN YARDS: Situated in the industrial zone in the outskirts of the city, the train yards are a 
transportation hub located near to the vacant factory and chemical plant that served as a hidden entrance to 
the underground laboratory. Many freight trains and cargo shipments come through here, and various 
locomotives are garaged in supply sheds and turntables. This area is part funded by the Lonsdale Corporation; 
a Japanese company with ties to the city. A smaller Lonsdale Yard was located in downtown Raccoon City with 
a plaque to commemorate their contributions to the town.  
UMBRELLA FACILITIES: 
SEWERS: By the mid-1990s, practically the whole central sewer network was under the control of Umbrella and 
their employees used it as a means of getting around the city undetected and without arousing suspicion. Chief 
Irons often used this network of tunnels to attend meetings with William Birkin and Birkin himself would use 
the facilities provided to conduct training seminars to Umbrella employees from other offices. The network 
contained links to the underground lab, the R&D corporate building, and the P-15B facility. There is also a 
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foundry and a warehouse for mass-storage of materials and resources. The sewer manager kept in regular 
contact with Umbrella Headquarters via its Chief of Security; Charles Coleman. 
UNDERGROUND LABORATORY: Built deep beneath the surface of Raccoon City, this laboratory was 
constructed for doing special clinical trials and developing pharmaceuticals. With its tight quarantine facility, 
experiments can be performed on various levels of viruses. General Umbrella employees did not even know of 
this facility's existence, let alone have opportunity to enter. The lower levels house the physical containment 
level P4 laboratories and many high-level viruses capable of posing a biohazard threat are handled here. To 
enter this area, it is necessary to pass through 3 to 4 layers of additional security. But, as the people who worked 
here used these viruses for their experiments on a daily basis, they had gradually become desensitised to the 
dangers that surrounded them. The lowest level of the facility contains an emergency evacuation train. 
P-12A INCINERATOR FACILITY: Also known as the Abandoned Plant or Dead Factory, this run-down 
complex was purchased by Umbrella for use as a disposal plant for materials and discarded guinea pigs from 
William Birkin’s underground laboratory. On the outside the facility looks deserted, but armed security was 
employed and any curious individuals caught skulking around the factory were captured and used as guinea 
pigs. The Dead Factory was one of the main causes of the t-Virus seeping out into Raccoon City throughout the 
late summer of 1998. William Birkin intentionally let conditions get out of hand so it would deflect Umbrella’s 
watchful attention away from himself as he finalised the G-Virus. The factory is located north-east of Raccoon 
Park and can only be reached by crossing a bridge over the Circular River. It operates via its own independent 
power supply. 
P-15B WAREHOUSE: Located in the north of the city near to the cemetery and park,  
this warehouse is used as a storage base by Umbrella to house transportation trucks.  
The central hub contains a hidden elevator which leads down to a lower laboratory  
level where many of Umbrella’s most dangerous work is carried out. The NE-Beta  
parasite was developed here under the supervision of William Birkin and G-Virus  
experiments were also performed. Like other Umbrella facilities, it connects to the  
extensive sewer network located beneath the city, all of which was under control of the corporation. 
UMBRELLA SALES OFFICE: Commercial office where admin work was carried out. This was a supplier for 
some of Umbrella’s more legal products such as Safsprin, Aqua Cure and Adravil. Many dangerous drugs and 
chemicals are stored here and secured in a temperature-controlled storage room with an access code that 
needed to be changed every 24 hours. 
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE: This well-enforced 
facility is used to keep infant MA-125R Hunters in a specially designed testing area with laser barriers in place 
and pressure resistant materials lining the walls. It also houses experimental T-103 units and a prototype t-
Virus reagent was developed here named AT1521. In the main experimentation chamber a liquid insulating 
agent is constantly circulated through the floor. The storage capsules have a capacity of over 200 litres and a 
specially built ultra-powerful titanium frame which keeps the room safely contained. This facility also deals 
with day to day pharmaceuticals and represents the public headquarters for Umbrella in the city. Curious 
citizens were able to take a tour of the building with full access to everywhere other than the sensitive R&D 
areas. Like all of Umbrella’s facilities, it was linked to the vast underground sewer network and also connects to 
many old passages that were dug to aid in the construction of the sewer system then left in a state of neglect. 
 
1882: 
JANUARY 1882   
Erik Johnan Destroete is born in the village of Abbortsfold. 
   
WEDNDESDAY FEBRUARY 1ST 1882  
Genifer Anne Moargen is born. 
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1889:  
Ogee O’Gravy is born. A future mayor of Raccoon City. 
 
1890: 
Stuardo Davido Ureski is born. Future Raccoon City General Health Inspector. 
 
1892: 
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 18TH 1892 
Despite prior warnings, there is a collapse in the Patterson salt mine in South Dulvey. Two 
workers are killed and a third is permanently maimed.  
 
“February 18, 1892 
There was a collapse in the Patterson mine. 
Tuan and Beckford are dead, and Huxley will never walk on his own again. 
Old man Stan was right: the ground there is too unstable.” 
-RE7: Old Diary; 18/02/1892 
 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 19TH 1892 
The company that owns the mine appears disinterested in the protest from the workers over 
safety conditions and instruct the men to work double shifts. One disillusioned employee notes 
down his thoughts on the matter. 
 
“February 19, 1892 
The company’s not going to send us any replacements. They want us to work double shifts 
instead. I can’t wait to get back to the old country.” 
-RE7: Old Diary; 19/02/1892 
 
1895: 
Workers looking for iron ore in a mine in County Antrim, Northern Ireland, unearth an 
astonishing find. Beneath the surface they discover the remarkably well preserved remains of 
an unusually large humanoid. It is 12' 2" (3.71 m) tall, weighs 2 tonnes & has 6 toes on its right 
foot. The remains are briefly put on display in England but following a legal battle over its 
ownership, the fossil mysteriously disappears before it can be scientifically examined. Its 
convenient vanishing before it can be authenticated leads many to dismiss the remains as an 
elaborate hoax. But the specimen is genuine and is possibly the remains of a Progenitor 
Human or at least someone with very favourable DNA. It is unclear where The Irish Giant 
disappeared to at this time, but over a century later it will end up in the hands of Umbrella 
researcher Professor Ryan Howard. 
 
END OF 19TH CENTURY: 
Thanks to Henry’s books, Travis Trading turn in a fortune due to the resources they have 
discovered and mined in Africa. This leads to the formation of the Natural Resource 
Development Division and is the second key component in the formation of Tricell. 
  
"By the end of the 19th Century, Travis Trading had begun to exploit the mineral resources of 
Africa. All over the continent, the company was mining for precious metals and discovering 
developing oil and natural gas fields. Meanwhile, the company’s profits continued to soar. 
These operations formed the basis of Tricell’s Natural Resources Development Division."  
- RE5: No.9: Tricell File; Archived 2009 


